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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a review of cyclic accelerators and their
energy limitations.A description is given of the phase stability
principle and evolution of the synchrotron, an accelerator
without energy limitation. Then the concept of colliding beams
emerged to yield doubling of the beam energy as in the Tevitron 2
trillion electron volts(Tev) proton collider at Fermilab and the
Large Hardon Collider (LHD) which is now planned as a 14-Tev
machine in the 27 Kilometer tunnel of the Large Electron Positron
(LEP) collider at CERN.Then presentation is given of the
Superconducting Supercollider (SSC), a giant accelerator complex
with energy 40-Tev in a tunnel 87 Kilometers in circumference
under the country surrounding Waxahachie in Texas,U.S.A.

These superhigh energy accelerators are inteded to smash protons
against protons at energy sufficient to reveal the nature of
matter and to consolidate the prevailing general theory of
elementary particles.

INTRODUCTION

Low energy accelerators have been extensively used in the range
starting from few hundred kilo-electron volts up to few hundred
million electron volts, covering a very wide range of
applications in industry, engineering, science, medicine and
other fields.

All types of low-energy accelerators went through a rapid series
of developments which led to higher energy machines. However, in
each type there was always a limit for the maximum energy set up
either by physics, engineering or economic limitations, Table 1.

The next important stage of accelerator development was the
discovery of the phase stability principle in 1947 independently
by Veksler in the U.S.S.R. and McMillan in the U.S.A. This
principle which led to the invention of the synchrotron states
that particles accelerated in a series of gaps by an a.c. field
will be stable in phase. In principle, acceleration can be
continued to indefinitely higher energies. Some examples of high
energy synchrotrons are: the 500-BeV proton synchrotron built in
1959 at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland using superconducting magnets
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and storage ring, and the Fermilab Tevatorn at Batavia, illinois
in the U.S.,which started operation in 1973 with a 500 BeV proton
beam which has been upgraded to an energy of 2000 BeV.

Another machine which is categorized in the series of high energy
accelerators,which is also a synchronous accelerator but not a
synchrotron, is the 3.2 km Stanford Linear Accelerator (LINAC)
which started with an energy of 2 BeV and has been upgraded in
1987 to an energy of 120 BeV . The CERN Large Electron - Positron
Collider (LEP) which extends in a 27 Kilometer circle under the
Rhone Valley west of Geneva is now the grandest and most costly
atom smasher.lt became operational in 1989 at an energy of 100
BeV which increased to 200 BeV in 1992.

Still another, more challenging, atom smasher is the
Superconducting Supercollider which is by far the largest and
most energetic particle accelerator ever built. It would have a
tunnel that will circle for 87 kilometers under the countryside
surrounding Waxahachie, Texas in the U.S.A.

Construction started in 1989 and completion was expected by the
year 2000 with a maximum collision energy of 20 trillion electron
volts (TeV). However, after completion of 20% of the project and
spending 2 billion dollars, the S.S.C. was cancelled in October
1993 because of budget problems which affected other research
programs in the U.S.

Following this, the governing council of CERN authorized
construction of the Large Hardon Collider (LHC) which will be
housed in the existing accelerator tunnel of LEP. Whereas the
S.S.C. would have an effective collision energy of 40 TeV, the
LHC is planned as 14-TeV machine. This figure is still higher
than the present most energetic proton collider now in operation,
the Tevatron at Fermilab in illinois, U.S.A., in which beams
collide with an effective energy of about 2 TeV.

Cyclic accelerators start with the simple cyclotron whose
principle depends on synchronism between rotation frequency fr of
ions injected from an ion source at the centre of two semi-
circular hollow electrodes (the dees) in a vacuum chamber, and
the frequency of a.c. accelerating potential applied to the dees
under the influence of a perpendicular magnetic field B,(Fig 1A),

eB
f r - = f a.c ,where M is mass of accelerated ion. Energy

2 M
limitation of the conventional cyclotron results from disruption
of synchronism since fr is reduced as energy is increased due to
relativistic increase of M and reduction of B (negative gradient
of B needed for focusing),Fig IB.
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Accordingly, a maximum energy of 50 MeV could be acheieved in an
ordinary cyclotron without disruption of synchronism.

A development to meet the contradicting requirements in a
cyclotron; that B must increase with the relavistic increase of M
to maintain constant f, and that B must decrease with R to
maintain particle focusing, was made possible by the use of
alternately high and low regions of magnetic field around the
orbit obtained with radial sectors of iron fastened to the pole
faces, Fig 2, thus yielding the " azimuthally varying field"
(AVF) cyclotron.(1) Maximum energy could thus be increased to few
hundreds of MeV, especially when high charge state beams are
used, as seen from the energy equation: E=K q2/M,where K =
characteristic number of accelerator , q^charge number of ions.

The Synchrotron:

An accelerator concept without energy limitation has been made
possible by utilizing ring-shaped magnets and constant-orbit
radius in the synchrotron after the discovery of the phase
stability principle. It states briefly that particles with phase
or energy errors will continue to be accelerated with minor
oscillations in phase and energy around the correct equilibrium
phase and energy, Fig 3A , and Fig 3 B (2).

A proton synchrotron, Fig4, therefore, consists basically of an
injector to produce a well-defined beam, and annular-shaped
magnet whose magnetic field can be pulsed from a very small
value- (needed for injection) to many kilogauss in a short time
and resonant cavity whose accelerating r.f. voltage can be
produced at a frequency which is kept in synchronism with the
particle rotation frequency.

Thus,as B begins to rise,protons are injected when B has reached
the value at which protons can just go around the machine (Mv=
BeR), then as orbit radius R shrinks, protons are allowed to
enter the resonant cavity and receive energy such that R
increases. By correctly adjusting the voltage and frequency the
position of the orbit of the particles can be kept fixed as B and
energy rise.

Accordingly, the proton energy keeps in step with B until B
reaches its maximum value. Finally, high energy protons can
either be extracted from the synchrotron or be directed into a
target within the ring to produce secondary particles.
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Different types of synchrotron differ in the way that the
circulating beam is focused due to particle oscillations.

With no limitation on energy increase in the synchrotron, it was
possible to build a 500 BeV accelerator complex at Fermilab in
the U.S.A. which started operation in 1972, and a 400 BeV complex
at CERN in Switzerland. The two atom smashers were basically the
same with some differences in their injection system. The
Fermilab complex (3), Fig 5, consists of four accelerators in
series, the last stage being the main ring synchrotron which is 2
kilometers in diameter to yield a 500-BeV beam whose intensity is
2.5 x 10 1 3 protons/pulse.

With these machines research on elementary and subnuclear
particle physics, have resulted in exciting discoveries of new
particles and formulations of new theories aimed primarily at a
better knowledge of our universe, like discoveries of sub-nuclear
particles of the quarks, and in particular of a particle
discovered in 1977 given the name " Upsilon " whose mass is more
than ten times heavier than the proton.

The need arose, therefore, and attempts continued to develop
super-high energy machines.

COLLIDER ACCELERATORS

A new development based on colliding beams, the Energy
Doubler/Saver(ED/S)<4>ring,in the same tunnel with the main 500-
BeV Fermilab ring, but using superconducting magnets to increase
B to a much higher value and reduce the size of vacuum chamber at
a great saving in magnet power. The 500-BeV beam was injected
into the ED/S ring to ultimately raise the energy to 1000 BEV.
The proximity of two accelerated beams in the same tunnel made
the prospect of colliding these beam an obviously attractive
possibility. Thus, in fixed target accelerators the center-of-
mass energy E= 1.88W, while for colliding beams E=2W,(W being
laboratory energy of each of the beams in head-on collision).A
development in this direction is the POPAE project,(Fig 6), which
aims at the construction of a facility consisting of 1000-BeV on
1000-BeV proton- proton colliding beams to yield the Tevatron
2000-BeV center-of-mass energy which,if in a fixed-target
accelerator,would require a beam of more than
2 x 10 8 BeV, Fig 7 .

A high energy collider which is not a synchrotron, is the
Stanford Linear Collider, Fig8, which started operation in 1987
with maximum energy 120 BeV. It is an electron-positron collider,
three kilometer long.
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Operational since
1987 .
Maximum collision
energy :
120 billion electron
volts .
type : electron-
positron collider .
1 Electrons are shot
at a target to
produce positrons .
2 positrons and
electrons are
collected in damping
rings . j
3 The particei are accelerated down a 3
(1.9-mile) tunnel. At the end their paths are
bent into a head-on collision course .
U the energy of coillision creates new
particles , which are recorded in the detector^

Operational since 1983 .
Maximum coillision energy :
2 trillion electron volts -
Type : proton-antaproton collider
1 protons are created and then
accelerated in a small synchrotron .
2 Antiprotons are created and then put
into ring .
3 The particles are injected into the
main ring , where they are accelerated
to high energies .
4 They are then diverted and further
accelerated in the Tevatron . It ii a
more powerful ring , using superconduct.
magnet , installed below the main ring.
5 The counterrotationg beans snash
together in the detector .



LEP is a super high energy accelerator which is thought to be one
of the grandest and most costly undertaking in the history of
science.so far.It is a mammoth particle racetrack residing in a
ring-shaped tunnel 27 kilometers in circumference that runs 110
meters on the average beneath landscape of villages and farms at
CERN, along the French-Swiss border. LEP is built on a pharonic
scale, its excavation and that of four huge experimental halls,
required the removal of 1.4 million cubic meters of earth,
roughly half the volume of the Great Pyramid of Cheops.

Operation of the LEP is as follows (Fig 9)<s> :

1. Positrons are created in a linear accelerator and then stored
in a storage ring,

2. Electrons and positrons are accelerated in synchrotron,
3. The particles are injected into the LEP ring, the two kinds

then circling in opposite directions,and,
4. The particles collide head-on in one of the four experimental

halls.

The real work is conducted in the main four experimental halls
spaced equidistantly around the 27-Km central loop.

They are dedicated to the same research goal: capturing and
analyzing the feathery traces left by short-lived collision
products in hopes of discovering something new and unexpected.

They are monitored by four teams of scientists, each pursuing its
own experimental path:
ALEPH : a team from 10 countries building a fast, reliable,but
fairly simple particle detector hoping to make a major discovery,
OPAL : an eight-country collaboration which tried-and - tested
techniques for measuring the trajectory and momentum of charged
particles, DELPHI : a 17- nation team building the most complex
detector; a 5.2-meter superconducting magnet packed with
sensitive instruments, and L 3, a 13-nation project, the largest
and most ambitious of the four experiments is exceedingly
sensitive detector which has been constructed to boast the
world's most powerful electromagnet.

LEP has already started operation in 1989 with a maximum energy
of 100 BeV and was raised to 200 BeV in 1992. In the main tunnel,
room is left for a proton accelerator, the sO-called Large Harden
Collider, to be installed above the loop of LEP. It would be four
times as powerful as the Tevatron and almost half as forceful as
the superconducting supercollider.
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The Supercpndupting Su.percQllj,(jflr :

LEP and other large accelerators have been built to probe the
nature of matter on a scale far smaller than that of the atom.

Still higher-energy atom smashers seem to be needed in an attempt
to make possible an understanding of the development of the
universe, the evolution of the elements and behaviour of atomic
nuclei. In this respect accelerators are time machines that
recreate the primordial fireball in miniature to unlock its
secrets. The collision of two accelerated particles releases
enormous bursts of energy. But that energy instantly condensed
into a new array of particles, some of which may not have existed
since the Big Bang. But none of the current generation of
accelerators are powerful enough to re-create the very earliest
fraction of a second after the Big Bang,where answers to the most
intriguing mysteries are thought to lie.

U.S. scientists have, therefore, taken the bold decision of
building a colossal collider that will dwarf today's
accelerators. This is the Superconducting Supercollider which
will have a tunnel that will circle for 87 kilometers under the
cotton and cattle country surrounding Waxahachie, Texas. Expected
to be completed around the year 2000, it will have a maximum
collision energy of 40 TeV. Being a proton- proton collider, an
injector accelerator (FiglO) injects a high energy proton beam
into two rings to be accelerated in opposite directions. The
beams will cross at experimental halls. The counterrotating beams
of protons which are strongly focused to an extremely small
diameter contain quadrillions of particles, will whip around the
ring-shaped tunnel 3000 times producing up to 100 million
collisions every second. The magnets amount to 10000, using
superconducting wire enough to circle the earth's equator 25
times. The cross section diameter of the tunnel is 305 cms as
illustrated in FiglO which gives the size comparison of the SSC
with CERN'S LEP, Stanford Linear Collider and Fermilab's
Tevatron.

Collider (LHCJt

The super price tag of the SSC-originally estimated at $ 5
billion up to $ 11 billion at last count created a powerful
argument against the machine. Specialists in other fields of
science, and even different areas of physics who have been
seriously affected in financing of their projects have raised
much protest against continuation of the SSC. After completion of
20% of the project, and after spending $2 billion, a decision was
taken by the U.S. congress in October 1993 to cancel construction
of the SSC. Following this decision, the governing council of
CERN authorised construction of the Large Hardon Collider (LHC).
This facility will be a smaller version of the SSC, and is to be
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Superconducting Supercolliedr
Operational by about 2000
Maximum collision energy.
UO trillion electron volts
Type : proton-proton collider
1 protons will be collected in
the injector .
2 They will be sent into two pipes
and will circle in opposite directions .
3 The beams will cross at experimental

halls .
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built at a much lower cost than the SSC. It will be housed in the
existing accelerator tunnel of the LEP.

Like the SSC, the LHC is intended to smash protons against
protons at energies sufficient to reveal the nature of matter and
to consolidate the prevailing general theory of elementary
particles. But whereas the SSC. would have an effective collision
energy of 40TeV, the LHC would have a collision energy of 14TeV,
which will still be higher than the present most energetic proton
collider, the Tevatron which has an effective energy of about 2
TeV.

Like all the most advanced colliders, LHC will rely on cascade
acceleration using a series of boosters and rings, each optimized
for a specific energy range, Figll. Initial acceleration takes
place in a proton booster and in the Low Energy Antiproton Ring
(LEAR). Next, the protons and antiprotons are fed into the
existing Proton Synchrotron, then into the existing super proton
synchrotron, and finally into the main storage ring, where
bunches of protons and antiprotons are made to collide.

Super High Energy Accelerators and Elenentary Particle Physics

Like all particle accelerators, LEP functions something like a
nuclear reactor in reverse. Rather than generate large amounts of
energy from small quantities of matter, LEP generates tiny
particles of matter from a mammoth amount of energy - enough to
power a city of 200,000 people. Its electrons and positrons race
around a lead-shielded, water-cooled aluminum vacuum chamber,
building up immense kinetic energies. When they collide, they
create subatomic fireballs with the intensity of 400 million
suns. In a microinstant, the kinetic energy amassed by the
particles is transformed into new kinds of matter, the inverse of
Einstein's famous equation E = me 2.

The strange, ephemeral bits of matter that emerge from these
collisions-muons, bosons and the residue of the occasional
charmed quark-include many of the particles thought to have
existed in the very first moments after the Big Bang, before the
universe cooled and the early particles changed into the more
stable atomic elements. Accelerators are in effect vast time
machines, and the larger they get, the nearer scientists can
approach the original explosion that formed the universe.
Particle accelerators are to physicists what telescopes and space
probes are to astronomers.

The great collider has already started to deliver results, and in
few months after its operation in the summer of 1989 it created
enough particles to establish beyond reasonable doubt that the
universe contains only three families of fundamental matter.
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It is hoped by LEP scientists, however, to wrap up some of
physics more important loose ends, among them detection of the
slippery "top" quark, one of the last missing pieces in a so-
called standard model of matter, and the as yet undetected Higgs
bosson, thought to be the basic carrier of mass. The beams in the
LHC will collide head-on with 14 TeV of energy. Such extremely
high energy will yield bossons, particles smaller than protons,
for further study of the fundamental nature of matter and energy,
space, time and the beginning and end of the universe. It is
hoped that the LHC will help to discover the particles that would
prove that the four basic forces of nature-electro magnetic,
strong, weak, and gravitational-can be combined in a Grand
Unified Theory of the universe. The LHC could also help to
confirm the existence of the Higgs Boson particle, which would
explain how particles get their mass and why the photon has no
mass at all. The idea is that everything in the universe is awash
in a sea of Higgs bossons, and particles acquire their mass by
swimming through this "molassesJ'Fig.12.

Also most of the i's and t's of the Standard model should long
since have been dotted and acrossed. Finding the Higgs boson
should complete the task. But there are intrinsic limits to the
model, and people believe those limits are going to show up in
the LHC, along with a whole new layer of matter we didn't know of
before.
Supersymmetric particles could also give a boost to superstring
theory, one of the hottest ideas in theoretical physics.

Superstring theory holds that every particle is really a
vibrating loop of stringlike material that exists in ten-
dimensional space (most of these dimensions are confined to such
a scale that we never notice them). Whether the string takes on
the role of a quark or an electron or a Higgs boson depends on
how it vibrates.

Before, we had a zoo of particles, but no one knew why they were
the way they were. Now, the simple picture presented by the
Standard Model is based on a set of theories that attempt to
describe the nature of matter and energy as simply as possible.
The model holds that nearly all the matter we know of, from
garter snakes to galaxies are composed of just four particles:
two quarks, which make up the protons and neutrons in atomic
nuclei; electrons, which surround the nuclei; and neutrinos,
which are fastmoving, virtually massless objects that are shot
out of nuclear reactions. These particles of matter are, in turn,
acted upon by four forces: the strong nuclear force, which binds
quarks together in atomic nuclei, the weak nuclear force, which
triggers some forms of radioactive decay; electromagnetism, which
builds atoms into molecules and molecules into macroscopic
matter; and gravity. An entirely separate set of particles-the
bosons-are the agents that transmit these forces back and forth
between particles, people and planets.
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The basic "family" of particles is supplemented by two more
exotic families, each of which has parallel structure: two
quarks, a type of electron and a type of neutrino. These two
extra families are all but extinct in the modern universe, but
they apparently existed in the searing heat of the Big Bang, and
only accelerators can re-create them. In fact, all of the quarks
in all of the families have been found or re-created -except for
the one called the top, which is believed to be the heaviest of
all (its mass is at least 90 times that a proton). Because^ it
would complete the set and thus vindicate decades of theory
building, the top quark has become the object of an intensive
international search. And because the top is so massive, it will
take the energy of the most powerful accelerators to produce it.

It has been reported recently , with so much excitement, that the
top quark was discovered at last in the Tevatron at the Fermilab.
That is an achievement which might bring the Noble Prize to
Fermilab scientists.
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